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“It may seem paradoxical that there are so few big trees in ancient woods, but rural communities found poles 

much more useful than logs.” Peter Marren 1990 Britain’s Ancient Woodland Heritage 
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1. Atlantic Hazel Audit – Assynt and Coigach 
 
1.1 The Assynt Field Club contracted me to carry out a survey of hazel trees (Coryllus avellana) in Assynt and 
Coigach in March 2017 (Appendix 1.) What an inspiration these woodlands are!  I have found myself asking more 
and more questions and having fewer and fewer answers. 
 

 
Single hazel tree at Newton – photo Ian Evans 

 
1.2 We sometimes think of Assynt as a spectacular but stark place with so many areas of rock, heath and bog – but 
here and there are plenty of trees – marvellous woods, those on better soils often dominated by hazel trees of 
amazing maturity hosting stunning lichens, mosses, liverworts and fungi which are unique to these type of woods.   
On a sunny day all the greens are there: the bright leaves, the subtle mosses on trunk and rock, the really wild 
range of lichens.  There are leafy, crusty and hairy forms on old, thicker stems and magical runic-style writing: dots, 
dashes and startling colours on the fresh younger growth.  The young stems grow the crustose “graphidion” lichens 
and as the bark thickens and the microclimate changes leafy “lobarion”  lichens and others move in. 
 
 
The trees themselves are in a myriad of forms, multi-stemmed and groaning outwards, mega-stemmed with an 
astonishing range of ages in one tree, broad single stemmed trees with wide boles at the base, decrepit-looking 
ancients falling down the hill.  These, however, are rarely dead, indeed seem to morph into new forms, even 
possibly reverting to upright multi stems.  This is the Celtic Rainforest (Coppins 2012). 
 
 
1.3 Celtic Rainforest 
Coastal Temperate Rainforest was identified as a rare and distinct part of a priority “Major Habitat Type”  by WWF. 
(Rhind 2003).  It is confined to only 7 areas of the world. The West Highlands of Scotland are part of the North-
eastern Atlantic sector.  The Atlantic Hazelwoods are special because of the high rainfall, lots of wet days, proximity 
to the coast and relatively even temperatures, which all add up to an “Climatic Oceanicity” of 20. (mean number of 
wet days divided by range of monthly mean temperatures (Averis et al 2004)  They are also invaluable because they 
are still here – perhaps having survived in some form since the last ice retreated 10, 000 years ago (Coppins 2012). 
The high biodiversity of these woodlands has led to concerted action in Arglyll, and the Atlantic Hazel Action Group 
in particular is working with the Forestry Commission to seek ways of ensuring landowners and crofters can obtain 
the resources they need to maintain and enhance the ancient hazel woods. The coasts of assynt and Coigach has an 
Oceanicity score of 20 but it is a lot further north than Argyll, where many of the Atlantic Hazelwoods are located, 
and has quite a different geology, so the biodiversity may not be as high. 
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1.4 A Tree or a Shrub? 
I call hazels trees!  I always have done, to me a woody shrub is a cotoneaster.  Hazels can have such an impact on us, 
they may not be tall, but they ain’t small.  They grow as a multi-stemmed tree, they don’t have strong apical 
dominance, and they have an extraordinary capacity to recover from damage by raising new stems from epicormic 
buds which lie dormant until needed.  If you plant a seedling with a single stem and make sure no-one eats it, it still 
grows into 3 or more stems in a few years.  This has led to the trees mistakenly described as “coppiced” (Ferreira 
1990).  Coppicing is an early form of industrial wood production from England where oak “standards” often topped 
hazel which was cut on a seven year rotation and protected from grazing.  Here in the north west of Scotland 
people would have selected individual stems exactly the size they needed for the task leaving the rest of the stool 
intact.  The perfect tree. 
 
Hazels don’t produce nuts in the shade (Rackham 2003) so it is a misnomer to call them an understory shrub, but 
even very recent literature does so (Milner 2011)  
  
 
1.5 History of Hazel in Assynt and Coigach  
Lake sediment profiles from Lochs Sionascaig and Cam give clues to the vegetation history of Assynt and Coigach 

(Pennington 1995).  After the Ice Age and the Loch Lomond re-advance Hazel arrived in Assynt around 9,500 years 

BP, and was an abundant part of the forest cover on mineral soils along with Scots pine and birch.  The mineral soils 

became progressively leached over time as the climate cooled and got wetter.  The tree cover began to retreat 

from 5,000years BP, and peat began to spread, with no evidence of human influence.  Pine declined steeply just 

before 4,000BP when there is a sudden increase in water-logging of peat. 

Birch and birch-hazel woods on mineral soils seem to have been cleared by fire from 3,500 BP onward, surviving as 

fragments on brown forest soils. Human history in this area, close to the lochs, has been dated from around 

4500BP (Barber 2010) who was inferring from secondary Bronze Age carbon14 dates of 3600BP.  Hence the Neo-

lithic cairns were being built when hazel and other woodland was still fairly plentiful, and it is possible they were 

gradually cleared for agriculture. 

 
1.6 A Really Useful Tree 
Our ancestors must have valued, indeed revered hazel.  Hazels provided the 300 000 carbonized nutshells found in 
a 5m pit in the island of Oronsay, Inner Hebrides, dated to around 7700BC.  Hazel shells were found in Skara Brae, 
Orkney, eaten 5000 years ago.  (Flora Celtica 2004).  It is possible our Mesolithic ancestors helped to spread, and 
possibly even managed hazel (Pryor 2012) 
 
The natural growth habit of hazel means it is possible to select the exact size of stick or pole you need for a 
multitude of uses, particularly building works and stock management. Hazel trees may well be the main reason the 
ancestors could survive in North West Highlands, and would have been vital up until 100 years ago. I don’t think the 
ancestors could have lived here without hazel, and, indeed hazel wood is in Clachtoll broch, carbon 14 dated to 
around 2000 years ago and also found in the 2017 excavation.  I have seen it. 
 
In Celtic memory the hazel tree was the tree of wisdom.  The hazels would fall from the tree into the river and be 
eaten by salmon, who thus were smart enough to travel out to sea and find their way back.  Humans eating the 
salmon would gain that wisdom.  The spots on the salmon were evidence of their diet.  It is also one of the 9 sacred 
woods used to light the Beltane fire every year.  (MacNeil 1957). 
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A knot and growth – from a descending branch –                    Hazel Gloves fungus from Ballachuan not (yet) in Assynt! 
extraordinary hazel growth at Gleann Leireag. 
 
 

1.7 How Useful? Recognition at last. 
Atlantic Hazel woodland has now been recognised by the Forestry Commission as a habitat which can attract grants 
and annual payment,  as a recognised woodland under the Biodiversity Action Plan and the Scottish Biodiversity 
Strategy.  This can include Woodland Improvement Grants and Woodland Grazing Management options.  Thus this 
survey may well be a beginning to help local crofters gain more benefit from the land as well as finding out how 
they can improve and sustain some of the woodland which would have been so useful, nay vital, to the ancestors. 
 

 
Hazel Twigloo in Culag Wood children’s area.  Built by Ken Fairchild from Baddidarroch hazels. 
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2. Methodology   

The Survey was carried out between April and December 2017. Usually just one person, sometimes a volunteer 

who were invaluable in helping to count the trees. 

2.1 The location of the Atlantic Hazel Survey Sites are shown in map 2.1. 

 

These sites were chosen after visiting places recommended by volunteers, visiting sites I already knew, and discuss-

ing with the Atlantic Hazel committee and with members of Assynt Field Club.   While carrying out the desk study I 

chose further sites.  Permission was obtained before surveying. 

2.2 List of Sites surveyed 

The Results of the Site Surveys are in Appendix 2.  They are (from SW to NE):  

1. To the north of the road at Gleann an t-Strathain in Coigach 

2.  Inverkirkaig 

3. Culag Wood 

4. Cnoc nan Each (near Glencanisp Lodge) 

5. Baddidarach 

6.  Achmelvich 

7. Torbreck 

8. Culkein Drumbeg near Oldany Saltings 

9. Drumbeg 

10. Duart 

11. Nedd 

12. Gleann Leireag 

13. Torr na Ghamhna 
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14. Creag nan Spardain 

15. Small cliff site near Doire Cuillin 

 

2.3 Survey Sheets 

After visiting several sites and taking notes, I developed survey sheet (Appendix 4.1) derived from that in the Atlan-

tic Hazel Site Assessment in Coppins 2012. However it became apparent this did not fulfil all the requirements of 

the brief.  I then made a further survey form, (Appendix 4.2). While visiting more sites I decided this did not give 

enough information to show sites with different growth forms of hazel, so on consultation with the committee I 

added the sheet Appendix 4.3.  However, when visiting Ballachuan I discovered the Hazel Gloves Survey (Acton 

2014) had a very good methodology for assessing the hazels themselves, so I based a further survey sheet on that 

(Appendix 4.4) which I then used in conjunction with the other sheets.  I took photographs and recorded Grid Ref-

erences on individual trees as well as the boundaries of sites.  Ordnance Survey Maps derived from these may be 

available in due course, as I have requested help from Elaine Macaskill (CALL) for this. 

The filled in sheets Site Surveys and Detailed Hazel Measurements will be available in digital format, they are sum-

marised in the spreadsheets in Appendix 2. 

2.4 The Desk Study  

This focussed on Chris Fereira’s brilliant survey carried out between 1980 and 1985 (Ferierrer 1990) This survey 

also provided vital geobotanical information.  Alex Scott took part in some of these surveys and also provided valu-

able information.  I also used Trees of Assynt by Robin Noble (2000) to help find other places to look and more 

background help.  The Flora of Assynt also recorded hazel, and some of that data is in Appendix 2.  Ian Evans and 

Gwen Richards also went out and surveyed other areas in 2017 and provided data and photos.  Gwen did a detailed 

survey of Cnoc nan Each including detailed measurements and photos, for which I am very grateful!  I also looked 

at the Ancient Woodlands Inventory and the Forestry Commission’s Native Woodland Survey of Scotland (2014) 

maps online.  The spreadsheet of hazel locations is in Appendix 3. 

2.5 Lichens 

The survey would have really benefitted from specialist lichen input. However Gwen and Ian provided some valua-

ble records, Tony Fletcher has surveyed many sites and there are records available for Torbreck so far.  Brian and 

Sandy Coppins have visited some sites in Assynt, but their survey of Inverpolly was vital to help choose the Coigach 

site. (Coppins 1999).  I created some photographic laminated sheets of the most typical Atlantic Hazelwood species 

and took them with me while surveying, and used the Plantlife leaflet (Acton/Griffith 2008) as well as Dobson 

(2011). Unfortunately, the only lichen course I could find was cancelled as I was the only one wanting to attend! 

2.6 Nomenclature  

I have used the description of hazel woodland, hazel pasture, veteran trees as in Coppins 2012. A “site” is one of 

the named Sites which has had more detailed survey when possible, a sub-compartment is an area of hazel wood-

land within a named site.  A hazel stool is the whole plant.  A stem is one of the uprights growing from the base.  I 

have used circumference rather than diameter in measurements because Coppins (2012) indicate 1cm increase in 

girth is equivalent to one year’s growth, although this rate will not be universal.  Thus you can read the girth as an 

approximation of stem age. 

The sizes of Site were estimated from NWSS (2014) online mapping tool.  These unfortunately cannot be printed 

out. 
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3. Results 

3.1 The Main findings 

This survey details 15 continuous sites including 29 sub compartments (Appendix 2).  These sites make up a total of 

approximately 27 ha. A further nearly 50 sites are recorded (Appendix 3).  

The three main concentrations of hazel woods are in Nedd, Achmelvich combined with Torbreck, and Inverkirkaig, 

but there are substantial areas in Drumbeg, Ardvar, Baddidaroch, Croc nam Each, Culkein Drumbeg and Strathan. 

There are smaller sites in Assynt at Lochinver, Culag Woods, Little Assynt, near, and on scattered cliffs, on the road-

sides and as an occasional component of birch woods especially in riverine habitats and ravines in both Assynt and 

Coigach. 

Most of the hazel trees in Assynt and Coigach are grazed to different degrees by sheep, deer or both.  There is 

some horse and cattle grazing and pigs and wild boar are also occasionally in the woods. 

Most hazel woods are on slopes and they are usually on rocky ground or ridges. The NVC type is usually W9. 

Most are multi-stemmed trees.  In some sites there are scattered single stems. There is very little regeneration 

from nuts in non-deer fenced sites, and few young trees. 

Glue crust fungus (Hymenochaete corrugata) was previously only known from 2 records in Inverkirkaig.  However, 

it has now been found on hazel throughout the study area, mostly attaching dead sticks to young live, hazel stems, 

occasionally older live to live stems and even attaching Rosa sp. to hazel stems (Achmelvich Bridge).  There may be 

more than one species, a white form seen at Inverkirkaig (GR and IM pers comm) and the more common dark 

brown-black. There are a good variety of graphidion lichens on almost all the young stems, and some with leafy 

lobarians and other lichen on older stems. The stems are often mossy, with frizzled pin cushion moss and scalewort 

liverworts throughout.  A summary of lichen reports from part of this area is in the Inverpolly survey, Coppins 1999. 

  

Black Glue Crust Fungus. Both photos in Inverkirkaig exclosure December 2017. Above - a paler version – or is it just younger?  

Most of the hazel wood sites in Assynt and Coigach include cliffs, river, burn, road, track or combination of any or 

all. 
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3.2 Aspect   

In most sub compartments the slope has a southerly aspect. The main exception is in the Nedd area where there 

are ridges of glacial till facing north-east where the hazel grows well. 

 

 

3.3 Girth of Whole Hazel Stool see graph below 

Table showing the number of Sub compartments vs Maximum Girth of Hazel Stools in Detailed Site Survey (cm) 

 

Six of the sites where detailed measurements were taken had maximum girth of stools 351-400cm.  Five had max-

imum girth of 251-300. One had girth of 564 cm, in the Inverkirkaig exclosure,  and was a tree fully cut down to the 

base around 20 years ago.  

Trees with larger girth include one in Achmelvich (840 cm) which is a massive tree with 30 stems up to 75cm in 

girth, and one in Nedd with a stool girth of 1400cm.  The largest single stem found was at Gleann Leireag with a 

girth at breast height of 103 cm.  I am sure there are many other very large stools to be found. 
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Achmelvich Giant – still vigorous.  840cm girth                  Nedd Hazel – less stems, still alive.  14m girth 

 

3.4 Table Showing Summary of State of the Hazel by Site 

Site Name Size SML L stool M Stool Single Regen Vigorous 
Heavy 

Browsing Some br Big Stem Condition Urgent?

Achmelvich L YYY YYY Y Y YYY N Y YYY Good
Torbreck L YYY YY Y N N YY YY Needs action Poss
Baddidaroch M YY YY Y Y Y YY Y OK
Badd fenced M YY YY N YY YY N Y YY Good
Cnoc nan Each M YY Y YY N N YYY YY Needs action Y
Inverkirkaig L YYY YY Y N N YYY Needs action Y
Inv. Fenced M YYY YYY N Y YYY N N YY Good
Culag S Y YY N Y Y YY Y Needs action Y
Drumbeg M Y YYY YYY N N YYY Y Needs action Y
Duart L YYY YY YY N N YYY YY Needs action Y
Polchaple M YYY Y YY N N YY YYY Needs action Y
Nedd L YYY YYY YY N N YYY YYY Needs action Y
Nedd Fenced M YYY Y N Y YY N N YY Good

G. Leireag L YYY YY YY N N YYY YY Needs action Y
G.n Spardain S Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y OK

Torr na Gham L YY YY N Y YY Y Y YY OK
Doire nan Cuil S Y YY N Y Y Y N Needs action

 

 

3.5 Site Surveys 

1) Gleann nam Strathain, Coigach NC0816 

 This is part of the Inverpolly SAC, which has an excellent detailed Lichen Survey (Coppins 1999) and an impressive 

Herbivore Impact Survey (Acton 2009). Rare species such as Norwegian Speckle-belly Pseudochyphellaria norvegica  

and Graphis alboscripta have been identified in the SAC, but unfortunately a wildfire spread through that area in 

May 2011, apparently as a result of kayakers on a loch.  On a visit afterwards in 2011 we found many burnt trees 

and burnt wood ant nests.  The brief visit for this survey discovered a number of dead hazel trees, which I believe 

were burnt too.  There is evidence of heavy deer browsing now. The remaining live trees have a good lobarion and 

graphidion lichen cover, including Pseudochyphellaria crocata.  Unfortunately, I ran out of light and don’t have 

good photos. 
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Wildfire May 2011.  Map of Inverpollaidh SAC.  Burnt area hatched in red.(SNH)       Pseudochyphellaria crocata at j.) 

 

2) Inverkirkaig NC0919 

Before reaching the beach, on the right there are wind-clipped hazel on the shallow cliff, with hazel regenerating in 

a small boulder field on the opposite side.  In contrast there are some huge riverside trees.  The one below is be-

tween the road and the river.   

     

Wind-clipped hazel to seaward             Regeneration inside stock fence in boulders        Massive stool by the river 

Further along at An Droighneach and a good way up the River Kirkaig there are stands of 70% hazel or more.  There 

is an exclosure, deer-fenced for around 20 years, where some of the hazels have been cut completely down.  The 

growth indicates that the Coppins estimate of 1cm per year girth increase is quite accurate at this site.   

   

Exclosure - Hazel stool completely cut. Younger stools are plentiful (not cut at all).   A massive stool- most hazels are not cut in exclosure.  

Nearby there are hazels which are stock-fenced, where the deer go in at will and where some hazel have been 

planted. Sheep numbers have varied throughout the years, as much of the site is Common Grazings. 
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Large hazels beyond the gate toward the Falls.     Growing in the wall.                         Planted hazel inside a stock fence. 

 

3) Culag Wood NC0921 

We surveyed this part of the woodland with a very enthusiastic senior class from Lochinver Primary School in late 

November.  They got their eye in well for the few remaining hazel leaves and also managed to find a good few 

specimens of Glue Crust Fungus. While Culag Wood is deer-fenced, unfortunately the deer are coming in from the 

Lochinver end now and the hazel is very heavily browsed, following a spell of new growth.  There are a few seed-

lings to the east of this site under the larch.  Hopefully the children will take part in protecting the seedlings. 

    

Hazel has had a recent flush of growth.              I found Glue Fungus 

 

4) Cnoc nan Each NC1121 

Many thanks to Gwen Richards and Ian Evans for surveying the area to the SW of Loch Drumsuardelain. The mag-

nificent hazel here are in a sorry state, so grazed and browsed there are only a few younger shoots sprouting from 

high up, all basal growth gone, many trees as single trunks.  Urgent action is needed to prevent these marvellous 

trees from dying.  Only one specimen of Glue Crust Fungus found (GR/IME).  There are plenty of very twisty twigs at 

the ends of branches high up. (See Discussion). A previous survey by Francis Rose identified 97 species of lichen at 

this site, and GR and IME photographed and identified some also. 

     

Glue Crust Fungus Gwen Richards.            “Gondola” collapsed tree still alive GR       Fused trunks here GR 
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The area to the South of the loch is in a similar state, see below.  A burn running N-S has younger hazel growing on 

the steeper slopes, also a large wych elm.  Lots of red deer signs here. See below. 

   

Trying to hang in there.                                         Growing out of old wall.                                  On the steep sides of the burn. 

 

5) Baddidarach NC0823 

The south-facing slope runs down to Lochinver Bay and in some areas there are more than 75% hazel.  There is 

plenty of exposed bedrock. Two areas are deer-fenced gardens and have been so for around 13 years.  The one 

uphill one has one or two resident deer. The young hazel stems have been cut to make hurdles and the “twigloo” in 

Culag Wood,.  The fenced areas are part of the original hazel pasture, grazed by sheep until recent years.  

   

Impressive stool showing W9a ground flora          New regeneration from nuts 

The uphill site (see below) shows the stools can regenerate if deer fenced, although this is quite sheltered.  

      

Cut stump showing regeneration       Another one                                             Growing just beside the cottage 

The trees in the adjacent unfenced area are most intriguing.  A tree later than the others with catkins had many 

young hazel seedlings around it as well as very clear deer “nests” in bracken.  I went back in December to find that 

tree still alive.  This is one of the few places where there are new hazel seedlings in the presence of heavy deer 

browsing.   There are fallen trees on cliff edges still surviving here.  The slope is at times more SE.  Plenty of glue 

fungus present.   
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Unfenced hazel to east of road                          Lovely specimen to east of burn                 Probably layered hazel seedlings 

 

6) Achmelvich NC0724 

Achmelvich had 5 sub compartments 

Hazel trees line much of the unclassified road from the B869 to beyond the Ardroe road end.  There are hazel wood 

sub compartments of 60 – 80% hazel both above and below the road, eg at Feadan.  The slope varies from flat to 

40 degrees.  Much of the ground has cliffs and boulders and shallow soils, being mostly well drained.  There are 

many bands of calcareous hornblendic rock within the Lewisian, and is close to a major shear zone (Ferreira 1995).  

The ground flora is the National Vegetation Classification (NVC) W9a (Rodwell) herb-rich ground layer, including 

bluebell, meadow buttercup, primrose, yellow pimpernel.  Achmelvich compartment 2 has many old walls and ha-

zel trees are often growing out of these. The detailed surveys have probably covered less than half the hazel woods 

in the Achmelvich, Torbreck and Ardroe combined.  Achmelvich compartment 1 is one of the few places I found 

young hazel outside deer fencing 

The trees are lightly browsed by deer, with little sheep grazing nowadays.  Consequently, there is vigorous young 

stem regrowth and in the areas with more light there is a great number of graphidion lichens including Graphis 

scripta, Opegrapha atra and Pyrenula laevigata .  There are leafy lobarian lichens and others on the larger stems. 

Glue fungus is easy to find. The trees in Achmelvich compartment 2  are perhaps more browsed, there are horses 

here, which are eating the aspen bark but it is not clear how much they browse the hazel. 

    

Achmelvich 1 new hazel                    Dense and vigorous  Achmelvich 1       Some impressive stools Ach1    Medium stool in old wall Ach2 

 

7) Torbreck NC0824 

The site to the west of the B869 is within a collapsing stock fence, and it is a truly magical site, with ancient trees 

and sunny glades, fantastic lichens including Pseudocyphellaria crocata (Yellow Specklebelly).  This would be a na-

ture reserve elsewhere (quote from Tony Fletcher, lichenologist).  A lot of the basal growth is suppressed and many 

new shoots arise from above browsing height.  Some of the trees show very twisted twigs at their ends, curled over 

back on themselves and this is the place to find Glue Crust Fungus, as there are not many new stems arising from 

ground level.  Cattle used to graze and now a small flock of sheep do, and there are plenty of signs of red and roe 

deer.  The ground flora is species-rich W9a. 
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New aerial growth on a single-trunk tree     The edge of a glade in August            Pseudocyphellaria crocata Gwen Richards 

8) Culkein Drumbeg/Polchaple NC1032 

This site near Oldany has some amazing trees in different locations.  The hill above the sea has smaller hazel 

stems/stools which used to be let for firewood cutting (by axe) and are now very heavily browsed by deer.  I found 

Glue Crust Fungus in this area in partly-browsed new shoots.  There is a small flock of sheep in the croft, which are 

usually not in this area but among the other trees up near the house and down to the saltmarsh.  The trees around 

the old (damp) arable plot near the house are of great variety of size and shape, marvellous trees, many of which 

are very old, with massive stems.  There are mature oak, birch, rowan, aspen and willow also.  Sadly some oak have 

been cut down without the owners’ consent.  There is no regeneration from nuts. Part of the area is stock-fenced. 

   

A massive stool with little new stem growth.  This tree has only partial protection by wire! There are many single stems here too 

9) Drumbeg NC1133 

To the east side of Torr Beag there is a narrow band of hazel with birch/rowan atop running above the track.  In 

places 75% hazel.  Many mossy boulders and exposed bedrock. Heavily grazed, 40 + years ago this wood had blue-

berries (pers comm AMc) but no sign now, probably since the sheep stayed in the inbye.   Chris Ferreira records this 

as the best woodland in the area, with species-rich ground flora but little disturbance.  In my opinion there is much 

deterioration since his visit.  Many trees are single stems or three stemmed, quite senescent - more than 50% of 

stools.  Many dead stems and few of girth more than 47 cm. Some have nuts.  there is sheep grazing at times but 

now there is a lot of deer evidence which is new (pers comm FS) and shown by deer wallow in wet area also.  Tree 

damage by animals frequent, but some trees in good condition. 

  

Some wonderful contorted shapes – Torr Beag                                     Some impressive stools with good new growth. 
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10) Duart NC1332 

The crags to the SW of the site are Lewisian with a broad band of hornblendic rocks along the base, and also a fault 

with calcareous rocks where the burn descends before entering the lagoon (Ferreira 1995).  This accounts for the 

hazel woodland, with some very old trees.  There is some W9b ground flora here. While Ferreira (1995) describes 

the grazing as being of only “moderate” pressure, this is now no longer the case with most basal shoots completely 

browsed off the hazel and many signs of bark damage.  There has previously been flushes of regeneration, as the 

arable land of Duart is now grown over with trees as it is no longer cultivated.  The hazel here is in a myriad of 

amazing forms: below the crags, on the flat near the ruins, running down to the sea shore and in gullies, and there 

are many lichens, with previous records of Pseudocyphellaria norvegica (Ian Evans pers comm). In particular, there 

are many large stems still bearing graphidions covering the bark.  The hazelwood is continuous with the Nedd ha-

zels, and often 75% of the tree species. 

 11) Nedd NC1431 

This whole area displays an extremely diverse range of hazel shapes and sizes.  Here, with Duart, is the largest con-

tinuous area of hazel in Assynt/Coigach, and the geology is Lewisian with bands of hornblendic schist and epidiorite 

over which deep, red-brown mineral soils have developed (Ferreira 1995), perhaps glacial till (Evans) with a NE as-

pect. Hazel often comprises more than 75% of the tree species.  There are a number of stock and deer fences, 

some very recent, so there is an interesting spectrum of grazing, browsing and pig rooting (the last have now gone).  

New stems are in quite short supply, however, in the unfenced areas, and there are many of the single tree- form 

hazel, and the stools often look moribund with few stems left able to leaf.   

 

    

 Strange shapes and loads of lichens (stock fence).    New hazel seedlings (deer fenced).                 Deer fenced off for 28 years …. 

 
A fenced off garden (above, centre and right - 28 years) has amazing regrowth, with seedlings popping up every-

where as “weeds” in the veg patch (Evans).  Outside the fence the trees are senescent, with few new stems only 

above grazing height.  There has been quite an amount of recent cutting the whole stool for firewood along the 

road here (2008) and the trees have often then died due to mostly browsing by deer.   

The Nedd, Duart and Drumbeg hazel is so varied and there are so many trees to count – a more detailed survey 

with an extra person sometimes available would be really worthwhile.  Their cultural significance is very high as 

well as the biodiversity value. 

 

12) Gleann Leireag NC1431 

This part of Ardvar Woodlands SSSI is near the disused salmon hatchery.  As you travel east by the river the hazel 

begins to appear on the ridges of the drier feannagan (“lazy beds”) which start off being colonised by willow.  There 

is plenty of Glue Crust Fungus here.  Past the hatchery the deer fence is broken, so while there is a contrast be-

tween the hazel outside and those within the fence now, this may not last.   
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On “lazy-beds” beside the river.                         Glue crust fungus and Pyrenula laevigata (?)  Here only one new stem has got away to the can-

opy. 

 

    

The trees in the Gleann show a lot of browsing, with many having fallen and hanging on by just one or two new 

shoots growing up through the tangle.  There is a high proportion of hazel here, over 75% in places, and many 

green leafy lichens and mosses. The more damaged trees there have many twisty twigs at the top. I was delighted 

to see Wilson’s filmy fern Hymerephyllum wilsonii carpeting a horizontal, still-living hazel trunk. 

 

13) Torr a Ghamhna. NC2132 

 This is a hazel wood along the banks of a river, southerly aspect.  The Drumbeg – Kylesku road runs alongside the 

river too. The hazels are in good condition, a variety of sizes and shapes with plenty of young stools and new stems 

coming along well.  There are many deer here but also stalking, and the banks are very steep, dominated by slip-

pery woodrush.  It was too wet to do detailed measurements in time. 

  

Large stools at Torr na Ghamhna                                                                     ...and plenty of younger trees. 
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14) Creag nam Spardain NC2232 

 The hazel here are a small population at the extreme seaward end, on a steep NE- facing slope with many fallen 

boulders.  The Lewisian has bands of hornblendic rock with epidote and actinolite and have strong calcareous ele-

ments.  The ground flora is spectacular, with loads of Wilson’s filmy fern growing on birch trunks as well as rocks. 

The single stems previously recorded have mostly fallen down the hill – but they are still growing strongly.  

  

A good-sized stool on the cliff, plenty new stems.                                                Fallen down the hill but still growing well and producing new 

stems 

 

15) Doire nan Cuillin NC2125 

 On the N side of Loch Assynt. Cuillin means holly, and it is a delight to find these crags with quite large hollies still 

surviving in spite of all the deer. This particular cliff has a few hazels, too, including large ones, but the boulder 

scree has little regeneration showing, now doubt due to the heavy grazing pressure.  This site is very near the origi-

nal Road to Assynt (Bangor-Jones 1996). 

 

 

   

Cliff with hazel at Doire nan Cuillin.   The boulders could be full of hazel regeneration if the deer pressure was reduced. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1  Hazel Woodland 

The Atlantic Hazel Celtic Rainforest is alive and well in Assynt and Coigach. There are an extraordinary and bewil-

dering array of hazel tree forms in Assynt and Coigach.  Hundreds of “veteran” trees (Coppins and Coppins) stand in 

plain sight along the roadside in Torbreck, or down the steep braes toward the sea in Nedd.  They show an awe-

some tenacity to survive, clinging to a cliff out of reach of red deer feeding, or falling down a brae and starting 

again in a tangle of damage, to sprout and send forth new and vigorous life, all the while most of the root plate is 

up and out of the bouldery, moss-covered ground. 

Further lichen information is needed to assess the full biodiversity of the habitat, and no doubt some temporary 

fencing is desirable to help some of the sites retain or enhance their value, but I firmly believe the hazel woods to 

be valuable and worthy of recognition and further study.  Glue crust fungus (Hymenochaete corrugata) has now 

been identified throughout the survey area, and I am sure other as yet unrecognised species will come to light.  

Crucially, though, light has been shed on the value of hazel trees to the people who came here after the Ice Age, 

and hazel’s continuing sustainable use until recent times. 

     

Admiring glue fungus in Culag     Graphidion lichens Culkein Drumbeg.   What fencing does in Nedd.     New growth in Baddidarroch 

4.2 Hazels in the Assynt Townships. I don’t know how unique Assynt is in this respect, but the largest stands of ha-

zel woods are in the crofters’ township inbye, eg. Nedd, Achmelvich, Torbreck, Inverkirkaig, Badnaban.  Did the 

trees help people choose to live there?  I believe you couldn’t have survived in this part of the world without hazel 

trees. 

Archeological digs at Clachtoll broch have discovered carbonized hazel twigs and nuts.  They believe the hazel was 

used as woven floors in the broch, although to date the finds have not yet been completely analysed. Are the trees 

this wood came from still alive, 2000 years later?  See below. 

  

Carbonized hazel nuts, hazel sticks and barley from Clachtoll Broch excavation 2017.           Ullapool High School at broch excavation  

The number and extent of hazel trees are likely to have been at a maximum before the Neolithic times when on 

good land were cleared for agriculture.  There were 5000 years or more of time for the trees to arrive and establish 

after the Ice Age.  Nuts here will have been moved about by bank and field voles, wood mice, the crow family and 
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rock doves, but we don’t know whether there were red squirrels or jays.  There were wild boar: a jawbone was dis-

covered in the broch.  Certainly more of these animals would have helped the hazel colonise and establish. 

Climate change would also have played its part, as there are hardwood remains in the bogs as well as the Scots 

pine which became extinct around 4000 years ago due probably to human cutting and increased peat formation 

due to increasing rainfall and the cooling climate. This wood reappears in a number of abandoned peat-cuttings (SB 

pers comm.) 

There was iron working of bog iron in Assynt, always near woods, including the ruins and slag at Ardvar.  Ironwork-

ings were always near woodlands for fuel.  Iron was also found in the broch. Was hazel used for firewood as well as 

building and making vital stuff, or was it too important, if so when did that value reduce? 

According to Home’s Survey of Assynt (Adams 1960) – when present-day townships were the names of “Farms” 

and most locals people were sub-tenants, cottars and their families, many of the “woods abound with good grazing 

pasture” (Home’s 1774) and hazel is mentioned as a component of woods quite frequently.  He was writing to 

promote Assynt as a sheep-farming destination: and succeeded spectacularly.  The year after Homes Survey was 

finished (1775) a station for curing and smoking herrings was built at Culag (Bangor-Jones 1996).  It included 8 

smoking houses, which could smoke 1000 barrels of fish at a time and employed 80-100 people on shore. A mas-

sive amount of wood was then taken for smoking (Bangor-Jones 2002) as well as birch bark for tanning the fishing 

nets.  Again we don’t know if hazel was used for this.  Within a few years Assynt was let to 5 large sheep farms – 

see 4.3 below. 

It is difficult to discover from the historical record how hazels were regarded as the tree itself is not often men-

tioned. The language was gaelic and the tradition oral.  From the Sutherland Estate records Bangor-Jones writes 

(2002): 

In 1765 the Assynt woods were being cut and smuggled away by men from Eddrachillis for sale in Lewis and Caith-

ness. At some point the taking of wood included hazel from Gleann Leireag (pers comm Bangor-Jones). 

Also, with peat diggings running out in some areas, people may have turned to the woods for fuel.  

The rise of the herring fishing during the 18th century created additional pressures. People in Assynt and Ed-

drachillis sold bark to the large vessels from the Clyde ports – the herring busses - for preserving nets and 

sails. Bark was also used for local boats and wood was cut for smoking herrings at the fishing stations.  

In 1817 the factor for Assynt stated “that this country was, a few years ago nearly covered with wood, but ow-

ing to the tenants being allowed to cut down as much of it as they pleased & to destroy by peeling off the bark, 

there is now scarcely a tree standing in the parish”. No doubt he was guilty of exaggeration. However, the cu-

mulative impact of these pressures may have been severe.  
 

The picture is still more complicated, since when the Duke of Sutherland turned Assynt over to 5 large sheep farms 

the tenants were exhorted to protect the woods from damage, and indeed the birch seemed to colonise new areas 

at this time, in large amounts and the factor would send over woodsmen from Dunrobin to thin the birch (pers 

comm. MBJ).  (It is possible of course that hazels were not included in the definition of “trees”.)  Later on, during 

the era of sporting estates, the shooting tenants were complaining about excessive burning, as was the landlord, 

and indeed burning still occasionally happens, and this sometimes affects hazel.  Tenants were certainly threatened 

and indeed punished for taking wood.  A very complicated picture; we don’t know all the answers (Noble 2000). 

Everyone made baskets, and it was so common and ordinary perhaps that is why little was written about it.  It is 

possible “everyone” used hazel and it was an unspoken agreement that local people could take hazel stems for 

their own use.  Home’s Survey maps (1774) show summer sheilings where crops were grown, shown by pollen 

analysis in peat cores (Davis 2010), and these cores show the local presence of hazel.  It would be interesting to 

compare shielings and woodlands on Home’s maps with present day hazel locations. 

Apparently, the wonderful strip of hazel wood just to the north of Achmelvich Bridge “belonged” to Clachtoll as 

they did not have their own (pers comm DM and others) and one person said they were planted.  They could be 

planted or non-hazels could have been removed to keep the canopy open enough for new hazels to sucker or grow 
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from seed.  Hazels were needed for roofing, hurdles, creels, nuts and much more, and it is likely they would have 

been well looked after when it was possible to do so. 

                   

Clachtoll (?) hazels near Achmelvich Bridge.  Wicker sledge in Sweden – perhaps like the hazel carts on solid wheels in the 1600’s in Inverness? 

The dog whelk is so named because in Arran a dead dog was put in a hazel creel and sunk, the whelks would crawl 

in and eat it and be harvested. As an aside, willow appears to be less well-used than hazel in the literature in the 

Highlands.  The stems have different properties, but also willow bark is very attractive to sheep and other animals 

so if you are making an animal pen, it makes sense to use hazel.  Longer lasting too.   

 

 

Re-enacting the Clachtoll broch destruction c.2000 years ago.  Brian Wilson helped Ullapool S1 make a heather thatch.  Note the bent hazel 

pegs holding on the hazel struts (arrow).  Many of the children wanted a hazel stick to take home. 

Hazel has the habit of making amazing big lumps on the bark, known as calluses.  A substance called Paclitaxel  is 

known to have anti-cancer properties, it is a  factor in callus development (Moieni 2017).  Perhaps the Celtic Rain-

forest, like tropical rainforest, will prove home to more substances people can use. 

4.3 Changes in Grazing and Browsing 

The pace of change in terms of human interaction with the land in Assynt was probably very slow since colonisation 

in Neolithic times, as the ancestors had to try and make the land right for growing crops; manage the browsing of 

goats, grazing of sheep and cattle; alongside the gathering of wild plants, berries and nuts; the hunting of deer, 
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other wild animals and fishing.  Not to mention the storage and protection of food.  Change would have sped up 

with the arrival of guns in the 1600’s to finish off the wolf and remove the main predator of deer.  I mention this 

because it impacts all trees including hazel.   

1800 saw the extinction of goats in Assynt (Henderson 1812) coinciding with the introduction of the Caoran Mhor 

(big sheep) and the onset of the Clearances.  At this time the Sutherland family banned goats from Nedd (Bangor- 

Jones 1998) and probably other townships.  This is significant because goats were provided more milk than sheep 

(Mackenzie 1993) and their loss would have caused great hardship and, together with the rent rises, would have 

increased the pressure on the population to make any cash they could to pay to the landlord.  Much of the land 

was lost to the tenants and cottars though the large sheep farms, and all of this were likely to have put the hazels 

under more stress. 

  

Old Wall in Drum Tollaidh hazel grove                                                  Possibly the other end of the wall – up in a sheilin 

Once the sheep proved non-profitable the focus of land management turned to sporting, and high grouse and deer 

numbers were the priority.   

There has been great change in land management in more recent years though, as around 50 years ago there were 

neither sheep nor deer in-bye,  since then blueberries have disappeared from locations in Drumbeg and Nedd (var-

ious pers comm).  You had to climb up Quinag to poach a deer (various pers comm). The Assynt Crofters Trust (ACT) 

Board changed their attitude markedly toward deer after the 10 Year Anniversary of their winning the land, in 

2003. This was to help young people gain a living from the land; and ACT effectively became a Sporting Estate.  Pre-

vious to this the deer were seen as in direct competition with the sheep for forage (various pers comm). In the last 

5 years or so, as sheep numbers have declined and the increase in deer numbers in some areas has been striking.   

The picture is confusing, regeneration and browsing are not uniform throughout the area.  Birch and eared willow 

have increased in some areas, and as mentioned before there has been an increase in woodland in Achmelvich and 

Inverkirkaig.  However, I believe this flush of growth will prove short-lived, the deer are now browsing heavily on 

the roadside willow by both Clashnessie and Loch Assynt, indeed are seen throughout along the road and are inside 

the new forestry compartments where they are breeding.   Hazel in exposed areas of Culkein Drumbeg for example 

are often completely browsed at the base and show a lot of bark damage.  Where the winds are high the smaller 

trees are often on their way out of the ground at the root.  Many of the older hazels are now becoming very badly 

damaged and losing the ability to grow new stems at the base, and even those higher up may soon not be sufficient 

to provide the leaf the tree needs to photosynthesise.  This is particularly true in Cnoc nan Each near Lochinver, in 

Gleann Leireag and on Inverpolly .  In the last 5 years the red deer have been impacting further west in North 

Assynt. A crofter counted 30 stags in a small area of woodland 2 years ago. 

The effect of deer browsing is very different from that of sheep grazing (Gill 2001) and will produce a different sort 

of woodland. The changes to the Atlantic Hazelwood in Assynt and Coigach is happening at speed. (Woodland Trust 

2002) 
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                                   Recent roe deer bark damage to a hazel which had regenerated in a forestry compartment.  

  

 

4.4 Multistems  vs Single Trunk Trees  Assynt shows a tremendous range of hazel habit.  We have wind-stunted, 

compact flourishing trees in Inverkirkaig roadside, a flush of new growth in the boulder fields of Altnabradhan, vet-

eran trees festooned with lobarion lichens beside the road at Torbreck and Badnaban, trees which have fallen and 

are growing again in a whole new form in Nedd, Gleann Leireag and Gleann nan Spardain. 

    

Inverkirkaig                                          Badnaban                                           Glue fungus and strangely growing trees at Gleann Leireag 

Chris Ferreira (Ferreira 1995, based on visits in 1980) describes hazel as “usually coppiced” in NW Sutherland, but 

as “still” being single stemmed in good condition in a few places, eg. Creag nan Spardain.  Upon visiting, I discov-

ered there were no longer any single stems, instead they had fallen down the hill and resprouted in wonderful new 

multi-stemmed shapes.  This goes some way to confirm the idea that single stems are a product of continuous graz-

ing (Coppins 2012, Summers 2017).   I wonder how differently some sites would have been assessed if this was 

known then.  It is becoming better known that multi-stems help the survival of trees under grazing/browsing pres-

sure (Tanentzap 2012, Bellingham 2009), so perhaps so-called “coppiced” trees should be seen as naturally arising, 

in better condition, and valuable, rather than more damaged.  Hazel trees have an extraordinary ability to sprout 

new branches from epicormic buds (Natural England 2001)  

    

Falling down C.nam Spardain           and here at Duart, still strong     Single stem 100 yrs ++  (clipboard) and new from old, both G.Leireag 
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4.5 Variation in Hazelwoods throughout Survey  Area 

At Achmelvich it is likely that both sides of the road were hazel pasture which has grown into woodland as the 

sheep numbers have gone down. Many people say how the trees are recent – but the hazel stools are not new. As 

they “got away” first they have provided a nursery for birch, rowan and particularly aspen, which are now so fre-

quent they are beginning to shade out the hazel.  I believe the woods here were once managed to encourage the 

hazel – while birch is great firewood, rowan for furniture and important in folklore, aspen rots too quickly to be 

very useful for anything and was probably cut down.  Now the aspen is tall again and shading the hazel.  The hazel 

was strong but pliable and vital for building walls of houses and pegging roof thatch (Wilson pers comm), chicken 

runs, lobster creels (pers comm), cattle pens (Mackenzie 1921,2005) and you could just take the size of branch you 

needed at the time.  The tree would continue to flourish.  A perfect source of sustainable material. 

The soils in north Assynt near the townships are often noticeably deeper and more fertile, and this has greatly ben-

efitted tree growth.  What is lost in winter sun is made up for in soil fertility.   

4.6 Variations within Site 

Confusingly, within one site there can be a great contrast in the size, form and condition of the hazel trees.  This 

could be do to variations in shading, root stability, soil depths and nutrients, shelter, aspect, exposure, arthro-

pods… the list is endless.  Very important factors are grazing and browsing. (Gill 2001).   Apparently when herbi-

vores arrive, hazels are among the trees which can produce extra tannin in the leaves to make them less palatable, 

when it is needed (Dey 1997).   What is more, they can communicate with other trees in the woodland via ectomy-

corrhizal fungi (Simard, 1997) perhaps to warn of the oncoming hungry beasts.  (Simard was the first to show that 

Douglas Fir and Paper Birch transfer carbon between them via fungal mycelia, and appear to “help out” younger, 

smaller trees.)  Hazel trees survive with a tiny piece of root still in the ground, perhaps fungi help with this?  See 4.6 

below. 

 

Hazel tree at Inverkirkaig growing out of a hole in the banking – and a rock. 

 

4.7  Adapted to Assynt – Atlantic Woodland Hazel Groves (Calltuinn) 

A recent study showed how the biodiversity of the hazel habitat, particularly lichens on the branches, decreases as 

with increasing coppicing and moving east and southward in Britain.  (Bellinchon 2016).  Here in the far north west 

the Atlantic hazelwoods are nearly at the extreme north-west – there are a few woods further north including Loch 

a Mhuilinn SSSI/SAC and the tiny relict hazel in the limestone grykes at Loch Croisipol, but Assynt has the largest 

continuous areas of hazel.   
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Researchers have only recently turned their attention to how well trees with a multi-stemming habit survive disas-

ters, whether it be high winds and storms, overgrazing or fire (Bond 2001, Bellingham 2009, Gotmark 2014). These 

extremes of weather apply to Assynt and Coigach, and hazel’s survival must be attributed to the numbers of epi-

cormic buds (Natural England 2001) enabling new growth after traumatic events, at least until they are all used up.  

They are also adept at coming up below the browsing level within scree where the soil is suitable.  This is striking at 

Altanabradhan – are these the descendants of the 2000 year old hazel found in the broch? 

The very twisty twigs at the apex of the tree, probably an adaption to getting as much light as possible, particularly 

when the tree is unable to make enough new stems due to grazing, bears further study, as does the presence of 

lumps and bumps on over-grazed trees.  Is this a function of the tree not being able to produce basal growth so the 

action has to happen somewhere else in the trunk? 

 

  

 

4.6 Lichens and Glue Crust and more 

While this survey has uncovered the widespread presence of Glue Crust fungus in Assynt and Coigach, more must 

be done to investigate the lichens on the Atlantic hazel woods.  Luckily Tony Fletcher is recording the lichens, and 

Andy Acton will be holding a workshop later in 2018.  It would be worth collating existing records. 

I am fascinated by the role of Glue fungus – is it just eating up the hazel or does it have a deeper function, perhaps 

in symbiosis with the tree? Is it helping the new stems gain nutrients from its older branches? It almost appears 

that the tree is pulling in lichens, dead wood, mosses, fungi, all in toward itself.  Is there a role of mychorrhizal fungi  

in stems as well as in the ground, like a sort of beneficial biome like in the human gut?  It may be fanciful, but hope-

fully future studies will shed more light onto this. 

 

4.7 What next for Hazel in Assynt and Coigach?  

It is difficult to decide what sort of management is best for hazel, and it will depend on what land managers want 

and also what they can or want to change.  There is a wonderful hazel site in Assynt where the owner wants to do 

what is best for the trees – the journey in finding what that is and what resources are available to help has just be-

This tree, although fenced off from grazing 

for 15 years has no new basal growth.  Note 

the enlarged boll at the base.  This is 

probably a sign the tree will not survive 

long, it is very old and the shoots have been 

nipped off at the base too often.  When it 

falls, it is possible epicormic buds will 

sprout from a different part of the trunk.  

Annual photo-monitoring would be really 

useful. 
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gun.  The results will be interesting and I hope there will be the opportunity for on-going monitoring.  Atlantic hazel 

woodland now qualifies for grant aid and annual payments, for example via the Woodland Grazing Toolbox. 

While visiting a site fenced off and planted for forestry since 2000 (in March 2018) I came across a fabulous sight – 

ancient venerable hazels, which must have been close to death, sprouting brand new growth.  The deer are back in 

this exclosure but the hazels have a new lease of life and we have direct evidence of how their shape can change 

radically, and they can in fact look very young.  Do they have the secret of eternal life? 

    

At first glance this appears to be a young hazel on the right– but if you look closely you can see it is growing from an old, dead trunk lying on 

the floor off to the left.  Another young tree is growing from the old top of the dead stump to the left! Is this layering? If so it is extraordinary 

to come from such an apparently decayed tree! 

The whole scene in this forgotten wee wood illustrates how difficult it is to determine how old a hazel stool is.   

 

  
New growth as grazing pressure is relieved. The old single stem.         In a few years no-one will be able to tell this tree has fallen down the hill.     

There are a number of large hazel stools in Assynt which look like they are in a ring.  It would be very interesting to 

carry out DNA testing on some of these to see if they arise from the same origin, as has been done a little in other 

areas (Coppins 2012).  It would also be worthwhile measuring the growth of hazel in terms of increasing stem girth.  

Luckily there are people with hazels willing to take on a long term study (pers comm).    
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Long term fencing (28 years above) creates big change for hazels.  Not only are the trees protected from grazing 

and browsing but the flush of vegetation provided enhances the habitat for bank voles and woodmice which plant 

the hazel nuts by dropping them or forgetting them.  In these circumstances hazel seedlings can even grow in 

heather.  At Loch a’ Mhuillin further north hazel nuts have grown in the open, 100m from the nearest seed-bearing 

specimen – have they been moved by field voles, rock doves or hoodies?                                               

 

Squirrels have been reintroduced to Dundonald and spread to the other side of Loch Broom.  There is interest 

among crofters in doing the same in Assynt.  A report (Patten, 2014) looking into this indicated that the main spe-

cies in Assynt is birch, as information was not available at that time on the hazel woodlands.  This new survey in-

formation and the flourishing Scots pine in some of the new forestry plantings may go a long way to making the 

case for red squirrel translocation in Assynt. 

While nuts aren’t being stored by squirrels just yet, luckily in this year Assynt Field Club is involved in the Millenium 

Seed Bank and will be collecting hazelnuts from Assynt and Coigach for long term storage and protection. 
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